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MIGRANT LABOR DEATHS IN DOHA, QATAR 2012 to 2013
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- Recruited by agents working with gulf companies
- Promised salary of $225 to $275 per month
- Agent fees up to $1,100 [Gov't caps fee at $700, but cap not enforced]
- No employment contract
- Bus Ride $10
- Attend migrant labor orientation $185
- Visa processing fee $60
- Plane ticket $300
- Employment contract delivered at airport
- Actual Salary $165 to $200 per month
- Passports held or confiscated
- Workers bound to jobs by sponsorship system
- Exit fee for leaving early $275
- 1 to 2 migrant worker deaths per day
Malaysia: 225,000
India: 875,000
Saudia Arabia: 225,000
United Arab Emirates: 300,000
Qatar: 400,000
Kuwait: 62,000
Bahrain: 20,000

Gulf Remittances: $2.8 Billion USD
Other Remittances: $3.3 Billion USD
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Other Nationalities: Nepali

Impacts of Remittances: Urbanization, Migrant Laborer's Journey
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VILLAGE
- Recruited by agents working with Gulf companies
- Promised salary of $225 to $275 per month
- Agent fees up to $1,100 [Gov't caps fee at $700, but cap not enforced]
- No employment contract
- Bus Ride $10
- Attend migrant labor orientation $185
- Visa processing fee $60
- Plane ticket $300
- Employment contract delivered at airport

DOHA
- Actual Salary $165 to $200 per month
- Passports held or confiscated
- Workers bound to jobs by sponsorship system
- Exit fee for leaving early $275
- 1 to 2 migrant worker deaths per day
Remittances urbanization is reliant on migrant labor flows that are violent, exploitative, and characterized by low levels of investment by the national government in infrastructure.
Migrant Labor Deaths in Doha, Qatar 2012 to 2013
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Migrant Laborer’s Journey

VILLAGE
- Recruited by agents working with gulf companies
- Promised salary of $225 to $275 per month
- Agent fees up to $1,100
  - [Gov’t caps fee at $700, but cap not enforced]
- No employment contract
- Bus Ride $10

BUS

KATHMANDU
- Attend migrant labor orientation $185
- Visa processing fee $60
- Plane ticket $300
- Employment contract delivered at airport

PLANE

DOHA
- Actual Salary $165 to $200 per month
- Passports held or confiscated
- Workers bound to jobs by kepatal sponsorship system
- Exit fee for leaving early $275
- 1 to 2 migrant worker deaths per day
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Migrant workers suffer 'appalling treatment' in Qatar World Cup stadiums, says Amnesty

Amnesty report accuses Fifa and Qatari authorities of ongoing indifference to systemic abuse

Qatar refuses to let Nepalese workers return to attend funerals after quake

Qatar Is Treating Its World Cup Workers Like Slaves: Nepal Earthquake Edition

— By Edwin Rios | Tue May 26, 2015 5:39 PM EDT
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- Recruited by agents working with gulf companies
- Promised salary of $225 to $275 per month
- Agent fees up to $1,100
- No employment contract
- Bus Ride $10
- Attend migrant labor orientation $185
- Visa processing fee $60
- Plane ticket $300
- Employment contract delivered at airport
- Actual Salary $165 to $200 per month
- Passports held or confiscated
- Workers bound to jobs by sponsorship system
- Exit fee for leaving early $275
- 1 to 2 migrant worker deaths per day
Run-of River or "streaming" hydropower is an alternative to storage hydropower and can be used in Nepal's mountain villages and small cities. It operates by diverting a portion of a stream or river with a large elevation change and using the kinetic energy of the flowing water to turn turbines and thus generate electricity. This type of hydropower uses a smaller footprint and does not involve dams or heavy construction. Many of Nepal's villages are already using a form of micro-hydro to generate electricity for their communities and could export their excess supply to the Terai region and Ganges Plain.
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IS HIMALAYA THE GULF?

(i) Remittances from migrant labor in the Gulf are driving new patterns of urbanization throughout the Himalaya.

(ii) Migrant labor flows are violent, exploitative, and characterized by limited investment in infrastructure and the economy.

(iii) An alternative process of urbanization founded on decentralized, locally-governed renewable energy systems.